Buongiorno!
in

italy

A cappuccino, a smile, lots of sunshine – the 4-star superior themed hotel “Colosseo”,
will ensure those Italian moments. We wish you a wonderful experience in Bella Italia!
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Picturesque

panorama

The 4-star superior themed hotel “Colosseo” at a glance

✤ 350 rooms and suites in Mediterranean style
✤ Fully air-conditioned themed suites,
“Deluxe” rooms with their own children’s area
✤ Presidential suites, Reale suites,
“Caesare & Cleopatra” suite in the Coliseum arch
✤ Buffet and à la carte restaurants “Antica Roma”,
“Cesare” and “Medici”
✤ Bar “Colosseo” and “Café Commedia dell’Arte”
on the piazza
✤ Wine cellar “Enoteca di Siena”
✤ Cosmopolitan ballroom “La Scala”
✤ Magnificent water show “Anfiteatro dell’Acqua”
✤ Outdoor pool with indoor entrance
✤ Wellness & Spa areas with steam bath, sauna,
Roman sweat baths and solarium
✤ Water playground “Campo del Mare” and
children’s play area
✤ Interactive general knowledge quiz for children
✤ Idyllic grounds
✤ Free high-speed Internet
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colosseo
Colosseo 4-star superior themed hotel

Roman-Italian architecture
+ Mediterranean pleasures
= dolca vita
How about a short break in Bella Italia? The piazza is lined with the restaurants
“Antica Roma”, “Cesare” and “Medici” – all with light Mediterranean menus.
Guests can sit nearby under a colourful sunshade and enjoy gelati, prosecco or
“Spritz Aperol”. In the centre of the piazza children can play and cool off in the
delicate spray of the fountains. This is truly “La dolce vita”. Before your evening
meal, why not take a dip in the pool or enjoy a Roman sweat bath? As soon as
the stars come out, you can stroll hand-in-hand past the illuminated Coliseum
arch before admiring the romantic water show. The themed hotel “Colosseo” has
many joyful moments “alla italiana” ready for you.
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An Italian Dream

Welcome to
the dolce vita
Relive the atmosphere of Ancient Rome
at the “Colosseo”
Are warm rays of sunshine warming your skin? Is the foam of a
cappuccino tickling your upper lip? Do you feel carried away by the
fragrance of the sun and pistachio ice cream? Then peer over the top
of your sunglasses and check where you are: in the heart of the Italian
dolce vita!
As you enter the
hotel you will be
impressed by the
imposing
columned
lobby, which leads
off to the rooms and
suites. A Roman
portico exuding
modern elegance
and a ceiling fresco
that could have
been painted by
Michelangelo
in person.

After a light breakfast on “Piazza Roma” you can stroll along the
corso and admire the architecture of Rome. Fountains, arches and
balustrades, splendour, pomp and finery. Are you ready for a break?
Then rest your weary legs the Roman way and relax in the Venus
steam bath, purge yourself in the Roman sweat baths or enjoy a
beauty treatment and discover Cleopatra’s secrets. Round off with
a few lengths in the pool at the foot of the Coliseum arch to tone
your muscles.
With the fragrance of herbs in your nose, you will no doubt
have worked up an appetite for la cucina italiana! Non c’è
problema. You only need to pick the right restaurant.
The dishes everywhere are deliciously Italian.
Promesso!
The best news are yet to come! You don’t
even have to travel to Rome. All these relaxing
experiences are offered by the hotel “Colosseo”.
An Italian dream on your doorstep.
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sleep like

caesar & cleopatra
The hotel “Colosseo” has 350 rooms and suites in Mediterranean style, many with marble bathrooms
– from standard to “Deluxe”, from junior suite to the “Caesare & Cleopatra” suite in the Coliseum
arch. While you are there you don’t have to think about battles and conquest but can simple enjoy
your holiday to the full.
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SPACIOUS SUITES
Apart from the exclusive themed
suites there is a junior suite and
two presidential suites, all with
individual Italian design and fine
frescos. The loving attention to detail
and distinctive design conspire to create
a wonderfully soothing ambience.
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suites

Imperial splendour and attention to detail
Junior suite
The junior suite offers a view onto the piazza. Enjoy the
pleasant air conditioning as you sleep in a double bed or
relax during the day on the couch.

Themed suites
In addition to a bedroom, the themed suites also have
a separate living room with bunk bed and a flat-screen
TV in each room so as to avoid family squabbles about
what programme to watch. The bathroom has a shower
and bathtub.

PRESIDENTIAL SUITES
These suites offer two bedrooms with double beds and
en suite bathroom, as well as a large bespoke living area
with a couch and bunk bed.

SUITES REALE
The Suites Reale have a real feudal atmosphere, with
two balconies and a stylish bedroom and living room.

“CAESARE & CLEOPATRA” SUITE
The “Caesare & Cleopatra” suite couldn’t be more imposing. It has its own sauna and a whirlpool on the balcony,
as well as a multimedia whirlpool tub in the living room.

rooms

From standard to deluxe
STANDARD/STANDARD PLUS
All of our standard rooms have a large bathroom,
telephone and desk, free high-speed Internet and
a flat-screen TV. The rooms range in size from one
to six people. Of course all are non-smoking rooms!
The “Standard plus rooms” also have an attractive
view of the inner courtyard.

“DELUXE” rooms
Those who wish to enjoy a view of the inner courtyard and vibrant Piazza Roma should opt for one of
the “Deluxe” rooms. The bedroom/living room has a
double bed and there is a bunk bed in the separate
children’s room. Air conditioning ensures that the room
temperature is ideal in summer and winter alike.
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Ancient Roman wellness

VENUS’S SECRET
OF INDULGENCE
Pool, sauna, spa and massages

WELLNESS & SPA:
Our wellness team
will indulge you with
typical regional
spa packages or exotic
relaxation treatments.
Your partner and
children are also
taken care of, with
our Men Special
programme or Honey
Bee children’s massage.
The Wellness & Spa
“Colosseo” offers
relaxation for
the entire family.
POOL AND SAUNA:
Swim from the heart of
the spa area under the
Coliseum arch to the
25-metre long outdoor
pool. After you’ve done
your lengths you can
try out the Venus steam
bath and “Pompeii”
Roman sauna in the
cool of the evening.
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Venus was the Roman goddess of love and beauty. Her charm
was admired in many ways. For the painters of the Renaissance
the mythological Venus was a popular motive for nude paintings.
Even a day of the week – venerdi in Italian – is named after her.
This doesn’t mean, of course, that you can only indulge
in beauty treatments on Fridays. The Wellness & Spa
“Colosseo” offers supreme indulgence every day of
the week. We find inspiration in Venus’s beauty tips,
for instance with the rose symphony for the face, neck
and décolleté, the nurturing Barrique Wine bath or the
Roman Spa package for sleek, silky skin.
We also offer an all-round relaxation package for all
requirements: soothing hot-stone massages, aromas
and cocoa butter, medical wellness and lymph
drainage, medical massages, thalasso therapy
for face and body, bath therapies alone or with a
partner, Ayurveda for deep relaxation and to energize
as well as beauty treatments for all problem areas.
Finally you can tone your body with a few lengths
in the pool or sessions in the steam bath and
sauna. The ancient Romans already knew of the
positive effects of steam heat. You can also join
the organised Nordic walking tours through the
idyllic Rhine valley. Sport and sweating is healthy
and will keep you looking your best. So you are sure
to turn heads as you stroll across the piazza in the
evening.
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AN EVENING
as in
ancient rome

There are five restaurants surrounding the “Colosseo” piazza in which you
can indulge your taste buds; the “Antica Roma” buffet restaurant, “Medici”
and “Cesare” à la carte restaurants, “Colosseo” panorama bar and “Commedia
dell’Arte” café. Guests who stay with us longer can try out all of them to their
heart’s content.

“antica roma”:
As it gradually gets cooler outside,
the fire in the stone chimney with
laurel wreath, torches and candlelight
looks highly inviting, creating a
welcoming atmosphere in which Caesar
and Cleopatra themselves would not
look out of place.
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Buon Appetito!

FEASTING AS
IN BELLA ITALIA
Pomodori, panna cotta and more
BAR “COLOSSEO”
AND CAFÉ “COMMEDIA
DELL’ARTE”:
The bar on the fifth floor
has a large selection of spirits
and cocktails, while the café
on the piazza offers delicious
espresso and gelati.
BUFFET RESTAURANT
“ANTICA ROMA”:
At the “Antica Roma” you
can dine like the Romans
with a warm and cold
gourmet buffet featuring
Italian and
international cuisine.
À LA CARTE RESTAURANTS
“MEDICI” AND “CESARE”:
Guests at the stylish
“Medici” can enjoy a
romantic and delicious
dinner in soft light.
Only the best ingredients
from the garden, kitchen
or cellar are served at the
Cesare, accompanied by
a selection of choice Italian
or international wines.
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The words on the Italian menu are already mouth-watering enough.
Crema di pomodoro sounds and tastes much more exciting than
for example tomato soup! How about a deliciously fine zuppa di
pesce or fish soup? Not to mention the fresh and healthy antipasti
and pasta, prepared with the best olive oil, crisp vegetables and
fragrant herbs. And, of course, seafood, fish and meat served
to perfection. To round off, there is panna cotta, tiramisu and a
cappuccino, or tangy cheese platter. Buona, la cucina italiana!
You can choose between the buffet restaurant “Antica Roma” with
its warm and cold gourmet buffet, and the à la carte restaurants
“Medici” and “Cesare”, where your favourite dish is prepared with
the best ingredients. Pizza, pasta or pesce – Italian cuisine has
something for everyone!
Finally, you can round off the day with an espresso and ice cream
in the panoramic fifthfloor hotel bar or outside on the piazza as
you enjoy romantic moments watching a sparkling water show.
For special occasions there is also the tastefully rustic wine cellar
“Enoteca di Siena”. Feeling hungry?
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